Complete the sentences with the prepositions for or to.

Examples:
I am happy for you.
He is attracted to brunettes.

1. Despite his age, he is not bad ............... a beginner.
2. He stood there with his back ............... the window.
3. Her parents are anxious ............... her safety.
4. I am looking forward ............... seeing you on Monday.
5. I bought this present ............... you.
6. I could do the washing ............... you if you like.
7. I didn't tell her ............... fear of hurting her feelings.
8. I prefer reading ............... writing.
9. I've got a message ............... you.
10. Let's drink ............... our teacher Mr Priestley.
11. Lisbon is about two hundred kilometres ............... the south of Coimbra.
12. Mr Silva is an official interpreter ............... the government of Portugal.
13. Mrs Brown is responsible ............... the children's department.
14. That man is too old ............... you.
15. The city is famous ............... its monuments.
16. The man held a knife ............... the woman's throat.
17. The shop is ............... the right. You can't miss it.
18. There are mountains ............... the west of the country.
19. There's no reason ............... concern.
20. This is the road ............... the village.
21. We got an invitation ............... their wedding.
22. We need three more chairs ............... the party.
23. We're on our way ............... the airport.
24. Where is the key ............... the door?
25. Which political party are you going to vote ...............?
Complete the sentences with the prepositions for or to.

Examples:
I am happy for you.
He is attracted to brunettes.

1. Despite his age, he is not bad for a beginner.
2. He stood there with his back to the window.
3. Her parents are anxious for her safety.
4. I am looking forward to seeing you on Monday.
5. I bought this present for you.
6. I could do the washing for you if you like.
7. I didn't tell her for fear of hurting her feelings.
8. I prefer reading to writing.
9. I've got a message for you.
10. Let's drink to our teacher Mr Priestley.
11. Lisbon is about two hundred kilometres to the south of Coimbra.
12. Mr Silva is an official interpreter to the government of Portugal.
13. Mrs Brown is responsible for the children's department.
14. That man is too old for you.
15. The city is famous for its monuments.
16. The man held a knife to the woman's throat.
17. The shop is to the right. You can't miss it.
18. There are mountains to the west of the country.
19. There's no reason for concern.
20. This is the road to the village.
21. We got an invitation to their wedding.
22. We need three more chairs for the party.
23. We're on our way to the airport.
24. Where is the key to the door?
25. Which political party are you going to vote for?